US reaction to Soviet troop movements

We have authorized Embassy Bonn to assure West German leaders, in response to their concern, that the US has no intention of taking unilateral action which could exacerbate the situation. We agree that Western broadcasts should be restrained, noninflammatory and factual. Embassies in NATO countries may divulge our position as absolutely necessary to calm allied concern, but must avoid making our intentions public, which could be counterproductive.

Czech situation

Prague — Embassy Prague comments that rumors and speculation are perhaps inevitable in the current situation of jangled nerves. The embassy observes that Czech leaders are playing it cool, dismissing the persistent rumors of potentially hostile troop movements as regular exercises, and exploiting the present Czech holidays to stress national unity and fraternal ties with the USSR and Poland.

Moscow — Embassy Moscow reports that the French Embassy there has essentially the same story as has relayed from Belgrade. The French Embassy version includes Czech military moves along the Polish frontier and a possible internal Czech coup with Dubcek playing a "Kadar role" under Soviet protection. However, Ambassador Thompson is skeptical and considers these stories plants, the objective of which remains unclear.

Warsaw — Embassy Warsaw reports that leaders of the Polish defense establishment have pointedly appeared in recent days in localities far from the Czech border. The embassy believes Polish leaders have decided to give Czech leader Dubcek full support with the hope of helping him keep control of the situation, thus preventing potential damage to Polish interests.
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1st from Mike.